Chapter News

Congratulations to the 2022 CRANawards Winners

The CRANawards returned to the Corbett Tower at Music Hall for the 2022 awards program. A jury led by Marica McKeel, AIA of Studio MM reviewed 34 submissions, selecting winners in eight categories. Thirteen firms from AIA Cincinnati and AIA Northern Kentucky submitted work, as did ten students from Miami University and the University of Cincinnati. All projects were shared on AIA Cincinnati's social media for People's Choice Award voting, earning over 800 combined votes.

Congratulations to the 2022 CRANawards Winners:

- **ARCHITECTURAL ADDITION**: Ryan Duebber Architect, Highland House Addition
- **ARCHITECTURAL INTERIOR**: drawing dept, hennhouse
- **KITCHEN**: Ryan Duebber Architect, Doon Residence
- **BATH**: Square Inch Design, Shawnee Bath Renovation
- **OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT**: drawing dept, Garden Perch
- **MULTI-UNIT HOUSING**: John Senhauser Architects, 8th and Main Apartments ('The Blonde')
- **NEW CUSTOM HOME**: drawing dept, Shagbark Silkie
- **STUDENT**: Christine Sima (UC DAAP), Densified Suburbia
- **STUDENT PEOPLE'S CHOICE AWARD**: Simon Needham (UC DAAP), Pod House – The New Case Study Home
- **PEOPLE'S CHOICE AWARD**: Synthesis Architecture, Lake House

The 2022 CRANawards were made possible by the following - Presenting Sponsor: Marsh Window & Door Classics; Gold Sponsors: Evans Landscaping, Ferguson, Hamilton Parker, J. Hensley Services, LLC, Pinnacle Engineering; Silver Sponsors: Bona, Bromwell's, Crapsey & Gilles, Custom Electronic Designs, Dallman & Bohl, Hyde Park Lumber, Louisville Tile, Meyer Brothers & Sons, NOLI, Schaefer, Switch, The V Collective, Timeless Custom Designs, Tira Builders; Bronze Sponsors: Benchmade, Brick Tec Inc, CSL/RIFFLE, Division 4, Hueber Homes, Kendrick and O'Dell Landscape, Mid-American Pools, New Vision Custom Remodeling, NK Stone Design, Inc., Priority Insulation, Reading Rock, Sol design + consulting, Stephen A. Smith Assoc, Stride Studios, Semco Outdoor, TruExterior Siding and Trim, Whitewater Forest Products. Many thanks to our sponsors and to RVP Photography for capturing the event on film and ARC for printing the event programs.

Join the Board: Call for Nominations
Nominations due May 27, 2022
Do you want the honor and the challenge of helping AIA Cincinnati advocate for the architectural profession and provide resources for its members? As an AIA Cincinnati board member, you will have a seat at the table and play a key role in developing our strategy and implementing our initiatives to do just that. Nominate yourself or another member by emailing the Chair of the Nominating Committee, Angela Mazzi, FAIA before 5pm on Friday, May 27, 2022. Completed application packets are due before 5pm on Friday, June 10, 2022.

Upcoming Events

**MAY 18**  
Sustainability: The Key to Climate Change Reduction in Infrastructure

The architectural community, and society as a whole, are now realizing the enormous investment of materials, energy, capital, and the resulting significant environmental burdens and social costs affiliated with infrastructure system design, development, and construction. This program will explore approaches to help achieve higher sustainability levels for infrastructure, including concrete. **1 LU/HSW.**

[REGISTER]

**MAY 19**  
VISION Keynote: Design Research in Healthy Spaces: A Session on Research, Analysis and Social Responsive Architecture Practice

Evidence based design and post-occupancy evaluation are important components of health, building, and design practice. This session draws out how research, and evidence, can play an even stronger part in the design, deployment, and community practices inherent in many projects. **1 LU/HSW.**

[REGISTER]

**MAY 25**  
Empowering Your Ethics in a Changing Architectural Culture

Ethical dilemmas in a changing culture, nationally and internationally, include problems that are intertwined with project management, which architects face daily. These changes include how the architectural profession responds to issues, and how the AIA's Code of Ethics & Professional Conduct has recently been amended to address equity, sexual harassment, executions, prolonged solitary confinement in places of incarcerations, and the environment. **1 LU/HSW.**

[REGISTER]
JUNE - AUGUST
Revit Academy: Intermediate Series

Revit, a BIM software, is used by architects, engineers, and contractors that gathers and links data on the design, construction, and operation of a building to create a unified, 3D model. AIA Cincinnati's Academy is hosting a three-part series on Revit for Intermediate users this summer. The Advanced Series starts September 14, 2022.

REGISTER

JUNE 9
VISION Keynote: Beyond Checking the Box: Community Engagement for Impact

Effectively engaging with communities is critical to ensuring that a project's impact is positive and supports the health, safety, and welfare of those who interact with a project. This session will explore engagement strategies related to affordable housing and community development, and highlight opportunities to increase the value of engagement and move beyond checking a box. 1 LU/HSW.

REGISTER

JUNE 16
Golf Outing

Join your colleagues and friends for a day of golf followed by lunch, prizes, and more! The AIA Cincinnati Golf Outing helps support chapter programs that benefit the local architectural community including continuing education, professional development, and local advocacy efforts. Sponsorships available.

REGISTER

Local & National News

JUNE 7
GBBN Design Issues Series

Every year, GBBN undertakes its Design Issues Series (DIS), an open-ended design experiment that seeks to deepen the community's connection to design. This year's topic, "Watershed," explores how some of our most 'natural' experiences are shaped by human decisions. Join us at GBBN's office on June 7, 4:30 – 6:30 pm at 332 E. 8th St., Cincinnati, OH 45202. Learn more.
**JUNE 11**

**Cincinnati Housing Solutions Summit**

Cincinnati Housing Solutions Summit: Strategies to Produce Housing that Creates Equitable Growth and Healthy Neighborhoods will be held June 11, 9am-1pm. It's presented by the City of Cincinnati, Urban League of Greater Southwestern Ohio, Community Building Institute, Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber, ULI Cincinnati, LISC Greater Cincinnati, and Cincinnati NAACP. [Register to attend.]

**JULY 13-17**

**National Alliance of Preservation Commissions Forum**

The NAPC (National Alliance of Preservation Commissions) FORUM is coming to Cincinnati from July 13-17, with 32.5 LU/HSW credits available. See the [preliminary program](#) for more information. Volunteer opportunities with free or reduced registration fees are available. Contact [Beth Johnson](#) for more information.

**Upcoming Programs from Educational Allied Partners**

AIA Cincinnati's Educational Allied Members are offering a variety of continuing education programs. Check out the [Built Industry shared calendar](#) for events from organizations including 2030 District, ACI, AFC, AIAS UC, ASHRE, ASPE, CSI, IIDA, Miami University OTR CCE, NAIOP, NAWIC, SMPS, ULI, and the University of Cincinnati DAAP.

Ohio Concrete hosts a free, in-person lunch and learn on how to “Reduce Your Carbon Footprint with Portland-Limestone Cement” (Course OC-PLC for 1 LU/HSW) May 24, 11:30 to 1:00 PM at Terracon, 611 Lunken Park Dr, Cincinnati, OH 45226. [Registration deadline May 17](#).

Registration is now open for the June 16, 2022 [Midwest Regional Sustainability Summit](#) exploring Emergent Strategies for an Equitable, Climate Prepared Region.

ULI’s Real Estate Accelerator Lab (REAL) is an industry-supported program designed to educate and mentor the next generation of Greater Cincinnati real estate professionals. Applications for the [2022-2023 REAL 4.0 program](#) are due June 30.

[Oswald](#) has several on-demand programs related to COVID19 and cyber security. [Marvin](#) offers on-demand programs on contemporary and historic windows. The Cincinnati 2030 District is offering live programs and on-demand recordings of their [50% Solution Series](#).

### Resources

#### Careers

Check out [local job postings](#), and access the [AIA national job board](#) and [AIA Career Center](#).

#### AIA Ohio News

Read [the latest](#).

#### National Resources
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